Development of the cocaine relapse interview: an initial report.
Although fine-grained analyses of circumstances surrounding relapses have been conducted with alcoholics, smokers and opiate users, there is comparatively little information about the relapse process in cocaine abusers. The Cocaine Relapse Interview (CRI) is a structured interview that gathers information on the onset, course and termination of cocaine relapse episodes. This article describes the development of the CRI and presents initial data on its reliability and validity. Sections of the CRI assess experiences on the day of the relapse, experiences during the week prior to the relapse, attributions for the relapse, experiences following initial use of cocaine and factors in terminating the relapse. Most of the subscales in each section of the CRI had adequate internal consistency and test-retest reliabilities. Validity studies indicated that most of the subscales that assess experiences prior to relapse differentiated relapsers from two control groups of non-relapsers, and that several subscales and individual items from the sections that assess experiences following initial use and factors in termination differentiated "lapsers" from "relapsers". Limitations of the CRI and recommendations for its use were also discussed.